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HP 2309m 23-inch widescreen
Full HD LCD Monitor

Experience
stunning clarity.
Enjoy Full High Definition* with
the stunning image clarity of
1920 x 1080p maximum
resolution and HP BrightView
technology for an awesome
viewing experience.

Optimised for you.
Filled with features geared
at maximising your viewing
experience, this HP monitor
offers HP QuickView for easy
optimisation of movies, photos,
or games directly from the
monitor, as well as the capability
to swivel and tilt for that perfect
viewing angle.

Get more connected.
Offering the flexibility to display
analog or digital content, as well
as Full HD* content, the HDMI,
HDCP, DVI-D and VGA connectors
ensure that you can get the most
out of a range of computers
and devices.

See more, feel more.
More view for entertainment
and work. Offering you the
latest panel size, the 16:9
widescreen lets you view
current movie content* in
Full HD glory and provides a
more comfortable display area
for surfing the net, playing
games, and working material.

premium series

* High definition (HD) content is required to view HD images. Most current DVD’s do not provide HD images. This monitor is capable of 1080p resolution.

23"

Pamper your vision with a clearer and more vibrant view. Enjoy all your computing tasks, as well as
music, photos and amazingly sharp Full HD movie content* on the large 23" display with integrated
speakers. Infused with the latest HP display technologies and design ergonomics, you can now enjoy
a broader view of the digital world from the comfort of your home or office.
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SPECIFICATIONS

LCD panel type 23" diagonal Widescreen Thin-Film Transistor
LCD active matrix

Native resolution 1920 x 1080 @ 60 Hz (recommended)

Contrast ratio (typical) 1000:1 (Typical)

Contrast ratio 3000:1 (Dynamic)

Brightness (typical) 300 nits (Typical)

Response time 3 ms (Gray-to-Gray)

Signal input connectors VGA/DVI-D with HDCP/HDMI

EnergyStar® compliant Yes

Speaker specifications

Type Integrated speakers

Output power 2 W per channel

The technologies that make the difference
Leveraging on the latest in LCD technology and design ergonomics, HP monitors are
engineered to provide a stellar viewing experience for all your needs.

With HP Overdrive

Keyboard parking slot
When not in use, simply slot your
keyboard under the display for a
clean and uncluttered desktop.

HP Overdrive
Reduce blur while enjoying sports,
action movies or online games with
a 3 ms Gray-to-Gray response time.

Without
HP Overdrive

Dynamic colours
Enjoy deeper blacks, brighter whites
and subtle colour variations with a
3000:1 dynamic contrast ratio.

tilt adjustment

Enhanced ergonomics
The swivel and tilt screen readily
lets you adjust the monitor for a
comfortable viewing position,
and the power button located at
the bottom of the screen provides
convenient access.

Energy Star®

Reduce cost and lessen your impact
on the environment with an energy
efficient monitor that doesn't
compromise on viewing quality.

Normal Dynamic colours

HP BrightView
Glare and reflection-free viewing
without any loss of contrast.


